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Abstract  
Now days in  computer network  routing is based on 

the shortest path problem algorithms.This paper 

main objective is to evaluate and compare different 

shortest path algorithms like Dijkstra algorithm 
floyd-washall algorithm bellman ford algorithm and 

genetic algorithm and more which are used  in 

solving shortest path problems. 
A short review is performed on various types of 

shortest path algorithm.A framework of genetic 

algorithm for finding optimal solutions to the shortest 

path problem is presented.The result of evaluating 
the Dijkstra,Floyd,warshall and bellman-ford 

algorithm along with their time complexity conclude 

the paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Shortest path problem is problem of finding the 

shortest path or route from a starting point to a the 
shortest path or route from a stating point to a final 

destination, basically in order to represent the 

shortest path problem we use graph. 
 

A graph is a mathematical absolute object,which 

contains sets of vertices and edges.Edges connect 

pairs of vertices along.the edge of a graph it is 
possible.to walk by moving from one vertex to other 

vertices. 

Depending on whether or not are can walk along the 
edges by both sides or by only one side determiners.if 

the graph is directed graph or an undirect graph. 

Length of edge are often called weight and at is used 

to calculating the shortest path from one point to 
another. 

It is possible to apply the graph theory to different 

condition models. 
 

For Example: 

We can use graph to represent maps where 

vertices represent cities and edges represent 
route.that connect cities. 

 

 

There are many algorithm that solve the shortest 
[path problem out of those many algorithm with one 

that use genetic algorithm going to be discussed in 

this paper and they are as follows:. 
 Dijkstra algorithm 

 Floyd -Warshall algorithm 

 Bellmen -ford algorithm 

II. OBJECTIVE 

 To choose and get the likelihood of the 

briefest way count.  

 To choose the depiction of graph in PC in 

order to deal with the most restricted way 

issue . 

  Delineating some ordinary most restricted 

way issues.  

 Comparing the distinctive examinations and 

asks about in present till now. 
 Comparing the various type of algorithms. 

III.Taxonomy 
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IV. Different problem involving shortest path 

algorithm 

Course is a channel that exists between a start and an 

objective point which can be transverse . Course is 

made between two center points or centers, from 

origin to objective, or from motivation behind trade 
to reason for tolerating. Moreover Merriam Webster 

word reference portrayed course as, an approach to 

move beginning with one spot then onto the 

following, a way that someone or something comes 

normally or step by step . From the above definitions 

two things are basic;  

 A source and objective  

 confirmed channel which license 

improvement. 

 
A. Shortest path problems 

a) Vehicle Routing Problem  

Vehicle routing problem about selecting the most 

optimum solution through which we can decrease 
cost in delivering goods by creating an calculated and 

measured route for decreasing the cost per delivery 

and increase the amount of cargo that can be handled 

through one vehicle by doing so we can also decrease 

the amount of delivering vehicles required on an 

specific route and send them on different routes or 

remove them by doing so we decrease the wastage 

and cost required in maintaining those vehicles and 

each client can be delivered in minimum repetition as 

much possible. The cost of transportation can be 

increased by minimizing the entire covered area and 

by also dropping the vehicle quantities needed. 

i) Travelling Salesman Problem  

 

Voyaging deals rep issue is contain deals rep and a 

great deal of urban regions . 

The business rep needs to visit each city starting from 

home city to every city and returning back to home 

city.  
The business rep need to confine the hard and fast 

length of the journey and extra as much voyaging 

time and resources are possible.  

Each and every way is resolved and most sensible 

way is picked covering each objective in the manner 

while holding voyaging spending plan under the 

limits.  

Let g(I,s) be the length of the most short way 

beginning at vertex I, experiencing all vertices and 

culmination at vertex 1. The breaking point g (1,V-

{1}) is the length of the ideal deals rep too 

 

ii)  ROUTE OPTIMIZATION 

 

Course upgrade is connected to discovering perfect 

course which is, as it were, cost and time powerful or 

head doable execution subject to explicit rules and 

conditions. The introduction of headway in handling 

guiding issues is insinuated as course improvement. 

Course streamlining is finding a best course among a 

couple of others with the most cost or time feasible 

under the given need. It is cash related and 

natural .There are different research on course 

streamlining for best perfect course . 

 

b) ROUTE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

 

Route optimization techniques increase the efficiency 

of the transporting good between source and 

destination. It reduces the delay of receiving and 

sending of goods .it is also a great method for saving 

money by reducing the cost on fuel and salary used in 

the transportation of goods. It also reduces the risk 

involve in route optimization like choosing any 

wrong option , but it is easy to control and manage 

with the help of it we can determine the best route for 

present and future and if any problems arrive in 
future we can take action accordingly. It also help in 

managing  complex routes .Sometimes there are 

routes that are limited for passing can also be 

managed and try to deliver all the goods at 

once.Natural factor is to try to avoid the route which 

has high risk of natural disasters or busy routes as 

much as possible.There are few techniques in route 

optimization techniques which are as follows:- 

 

i) Hard Computing frameworks  

 
These are differentiating systems which use 

deterministic reasoning, crisp request and 

parallel method of            reasoning to oversee 

precision, conviction and carefulness. A couple 

of systems join. 

 

ii) Dijkstra's Algorithm  

 

The wellspring of most restricted way count is 

the Dijkstra's Algorithm. Dijkstra finds out the 

most constrained ways from a particular starting 

center point which is the source to one another 
open center in the graph by saving past 

detachments for every center. The centers are 

visited in a mannered way following the most 

concise path from the beginning stage by the 

count. It stops the gathering after every target 

center point are visited .Dijkstra's estimation 

handle or wears down issue in single-source 

briefest way and it isn't suitable for outlines with 

negative edge loads. 

 

iii) A* search Algorithm  

 

A* search algorithm is an algorithm which is 

generally useful in graph traversal and path 

discovery. It is the method of plotting capable 

passable path involving multiple nodes. A* uses 

heuristics to accomplish improved time 

performance. In order to achieve target it uses 

lower bounds on target distance to straight the 
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search of Dijkstra’s algorithm to the goal [10]. 

The node is resolved in order of their provisional 

distance between the origin and goal plus the 

lower bound. The effectiveness of this approach 

depends highly on the lower bounds. The nodes 

geographic coordinates determines the simplest 
lower bound, in road networks and this result to 

poor performance. A* algorithm and graph were 

used in the development of a novel algorithm for 

self-aware route planning [11]. The algorithm 

was able to forecast traffic and planned route for 

each car.  

 

iv) ALT (A* seek Landmarks and Triangle 

disparity)  

ALT is a piece of Dijkstra's calculation 

accelerate system which is pre-preparing based 

that permits quick figuring of most limited ways 
in vast street systems and it depicts a 

preprocessing method for briefest way inquiries 

that, preceding question time, picks a moderately 

modest number of milestone hubs in a diagram 

and registers the separations between all vertices 

and these tourist spots, enabling the A* 

calculation to use the triangle imbalance amid 

hunt questions. There are a few degrees of 

opportunity in pre-handling of the ALT 

calculation that is, it must pick a subset of hubs, 

called tourist spots, which play out a specific job. 
Milestone choice is NP-hard, in this manner 

there exist no adequate exact answer or 

calculation. 

 

v) Arc Flags  

 

We utilize roundabout portion hails in the 

Dijkstra count to refrain from researching trivial 

ways. This infers we check the pennant segment 

of the looking at target region (the area where the 

target center point t has a spot with) each time 

before the Dijkstra figuring needs to cross a 
twist. This is the principle change to the standard 

Dijsktra estimation. Along these lines, executing 

the round section flags is a standout amongst the 

least requesting enlivening adjustments of the 

standard Dijkstra computation known .We 

survey the idea of our system by measure 

speedup factors. A speedup factor is the extent 

between the costs of Dijkstra's count and the 

costs of the enlivened figuring. The costs are 

either assessed by as a rule running time or by 

the proportion of the request space. The interest 
space is the plan of twists that are crossed in the 

midst of a continue running of Dijkstra's 

computation. If not communicated something 

different, all through the paper the costs are 

assessed by the proportion of the interest space. 

Thusly, as a general rule the speedup factors 

address extents between interest spaces. 

 

 

vi) Contraction Hierarchies  

 

In contradiction hierarchies One rule of thumb is 

that the fewer shortcuts you add, the less time 

you take searching edges during preprocessing 
and querying. A way to reduce the number of 

shortcuts is to consider the "edge-difference" of a 

node: this is the number of shortcuts that would 

need to be added if you contracted that node 

next, minus the number of edges that would get 

contracted. It's preferable to contract nodes with 

a smaller edge-difference earlier. For example by 

contracting node 6 first you remove three edges 

and add one shortcut, giving an edge-difference 

of minus two, which is pretty good. 

 

B) Soft Computing techniques  
In soft computing technique we use calculation 

methods which are able to represent uncertainly , 

vague concepts and imprecision.The introduction of 

these techniques in solving route optimization 

problem is termed intelligent route optimization. 

These techniques include. 

 

a) Fuzzy Logic  

 

Fluffy rationale is a piece of Boolean rationale 

which can deal with the possibility of incomplete 
truth that is, truth esteems between "total 

genuine" and "complete false". Fluffy rationale 

essential methods of reasoning are getting a 

normal thought as opposed to being accurate. 

Fluffy rationale made from the human regular 

state of mind which has to do with 

approximations, hence making it exceptionally 

noteworthy. Fluffy rationale was connected in 

multi-circumstances based traffic arrange 

appraisal strategy utilizing weight based 

technique and fluffy rationale based system to 

evacuate most brief way advancement issue [9]. 
Fluffy rationale show (FLM) and strategic 

relapse display (LRM) were thought about by 

[20] in the improvement of course decision 

demonstrate. The outcome got demonstrated that 

FLM delivered preferable decision over LRM in 

urban transportation arrange. 

 

b) Artificial Neural Network (ANN)  

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) otherwise 
called Neural Network is in charge of data 

preparing and it is blended by the way organic 

sensory systems (cerebrum) do data handling. It 

is comprised of an extensive number of 

incredibly brought together handling components 

(neurones) working in agreement to determine 

positive issues. Learning by precedent is one key 

component of ANN similarly as people. In 

organic frameworks learning includes tweaking 
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to the synaptic relations that exist among the 

neurones, this likewise apply to ANN. Nerve 

cells must not be the main framework that can 

complete neural calculation however a fake 

framework can likewise mimic essential 

interpretation of a neural computational 
framework, this is finished by ANN which is an 

example of a fake neural framework . ANN is 

likewise referred to in various literary works as 

Parallel Distributed Processing, Connection 

Science, Connectionism and Neural Computing . 

ANN is a computational association expected to 

mimic natural neural systems. The ANN 

constituent computational units known as 

neurons, that are connected through weighted 

interconnections. The weight which is some of 

that interconnection decides the quality of the 

related interconnection. The alteration of the 
weightsof the interconnections dependent on 

different viable learning calculations produce the 

learning procedure in ANN . An essential 

property of this innovation is that it progresses its 

presentation on a particular undertaking by 

consistently learning a mapping connecting the 

sources of info and yield. "Salehinejad and Talebi 

[24]" connected ANN in mix with fluffy rationale 

and subterranean insect state in multi parameter 

course determination framework for course 

streamlining. The half and half framework was 
utilized to figure the traffic circumstance and the 

board street use which further helped free 

development. 

 

c) Genetic Algorithms (GA)  

 

Normal Algorithms(GAs) are adaptable heuristic 

mentioning figurings that have a spot with the 
more basic piece of developmental checks. 

Trademark figurings depend on the 

contemplations of standard affirmation and 

inborn characteristics. These are sharp 

maltreatment of sporadic premium furnished 

with chronicled information to manage the 

examination concerning the region of better 

execution in system space. They are normally 

used to make mind blowing reactions for 

streamlining issues and mentioning issues. 

Natural estimations duplicate the game plan of 
trademark choice which proposes those species 

who can fit in with changes in their condition 

can endure and duplicate and go to people to 

come. In direct words, they imitate "survival of 

the fittest" among individual of steady age for 

managing an issue. Each age fuse a masses of 

people and every individual watches out for a 

point in intrigue space and conceivable game-

plan. Every individual is tended to as a string of 

character/whole number/skim/bits. This string is 

on a very basic level vague to the Chromosome. 

 

d) Ant Colony Algorithm  

 

Creepy crawly area count is a computation for 

finding most fitting course which is found on the 

affinities for ants searching for sustenance. 

Underground bug Colony Algorithm is generally 
called Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). 

Underground bug Colony Optimization (ACO) is 

a masses based procedure for settling 

combinatorial improvement issues which is 

blended by the direct of ants and their customary 

strategy towards finding the most short route from 

a wellspring of sustenance to their home. 

Computational learning investigate by Dr. Marco 

Dorigo with a true objective to deal with 

combinatorial progression issue offered rise to 

ACO. ACO Algorithm has been utilitarian in 

proffering answer for arrangement of hard 
combinatorial issues. Amidst them, are the 

praiseworthy Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), 

in which an individual needs to find the most 

restricted course through which he can visit a 

given number of objectives.This estimation is 

derived through the ants lead on how they select a 

course to their sustenance source and how they  

mark that their way through the help of 

pheromones while they move to their sustenance 

source and remembering that they return from 

their sustenance source to their home by repeating 
this strategy their way get trap of pheromones it 

help other underground creepy crawly to seek 

after on that way likewise anyway as pheromones  

get light after specific events so reiterate that 

movement and again it help in constraining the 

way or zone to be verified. Using same method 

we go over the methodology and sort out the best 

perfect course . 

 

 

V. TATIC SHORTEST-PATH ALGORITHMS 

Time Complexity comparision 

 

Time complexity is aboout the time required  to 

analyse the shortest path between all possible path or 

routes given below is the table representing diferrent 

time complexity formulas an the group they belong 

to :- 

 N represent input size of bits needed to represent 

the input . 

 V represent number of nodes. 

 E represent number of edges. 

 G represent generation. 
 B REPRESENT BRANCHING FACTOR 

 M REPRESENT SIZE OF INDIVIDUALS 
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TABLE I : Font Sizes for Papers  

 

 

The best outcome by Han and Takaoka [73] 

accomplish O(log log N)2reduction factor when 

veered from the result of [28]. Their methodology 

bases on the division thing figuring. Basic, a (N x N) 

network is allotted into m sub-frameworks, each 

having (N x N)/M estimations, where m is settled 

subject to a specific measure. By at that point, the 

estimation continues in a development of framework 

controls, record building, encoding, and 

disconnecting tries until it achieves the proposed 

bound.  

The best non-negative edge weight multifaceted 

nature is O(N2logN) . Regardless, the calculation 

sorts all vicinity records in a broadening weight plan. 

By at that point, it plays out a SSSP calculation n 

times and continues in emphasess. In the first  

 

 

orchestrate, it utilizes the possibility of potential over 

the edges of vertices and picks and means the edge 

with the base potential. Potential got from the 

potential-show is defined as a likelihood spread on 

complete encouraged layouts with self-confident 

edge lengths that contain no negative cycles. The 

calculation keeps running in two fundamental stages, 

each with a specific invariant and has an O(n2logn) 

bizarreness.  

The best positive whole number edge weight 

whimsies is O(NW+c) [110], where W< 2.575 is the 

model being proposed by Coppersmith and Winograd 

[33]. Their proposed estimation gives a change 

between the quickest exact and deduced most limited 

ways figurings with a straight screw up rate. The 

Sr

. 

N

o. 

Name Of Algorithms  Run time Application Size 

1. Genetic Algorithm 
O(N log N) Robotics,Trip, Traffic and Shipment 

Routing,Computer Gaming 

Large Area 

2. Breadth First Search 

Algorithm 

O(V+E) GPS Navigation systems, Computer 

Networks ,Facebook 

Short Area 

3. Dijkstra Algorithm O(|V||V|) Telephone Network ,Land Maps ,IP 

Directed constrained path. 

Short Area 

4. Floyd Warshall 

Algorithms 

O(|V||V| 

|V|) 

Inversion of real matrix, Fast computation 

of pathfinder networks 

Short Area 

Directed Graph 

 5. Bellman_ford algorithms O(|V|.|E|) Finding negative cycles, application in routing Short area 

 6. Johnsons’s Algorithm O(V
2
log V + 

VE) 

Flow shop scheduling , used in c Short area 

7. Topological Sort O(|V|+|E|) Maven dependency resolution , scheduling a 

sequence of jobs 

Medium areas 

8. Tarjan’s Algorithm O(M+nlogn) Cyclic dependencies in a program, Finding 

Strongly Connected Components in a 

social network graph 

Large areas 
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estimation spins around encouraged blueprints with 

negligible positive number loads so as to get included 

substance approximations. The approximations are 

polynomial given the veritable division between sets 

of vertices. 

TABLE 2: SUMMARIZED ROUTE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

 

VI. Related work 

These are the few research papers and 

algorithms which are given by different 

authors and organizations 

 [ University of Tenaga National] 

In this paper author utilized heuristic strategy 

for processing the most brief way starting with 

one point then onto the next point with in rush 

hour gridlock arrange .They proposed another 

powerful bearing limited calculation gotten by 

expanding the Dijkastra calculation. 

 [www.ijstr.org] 

In this paper creator utilized heuristic GA for 

comprehending a solitary source most brief 

way issue , its principle         objective was to 

examine the SSSP issue with in the web 

steering setting especially when Considering 

the expense of transmitting message is 

essentialness high and pursuit space in huge. 

 [LiQi and penman [8]] 

Paper by LiQi and penman efficient algorithm 

named Li-Qi(LQ)was proposed for the SSSP 

problem with the objective of finding a simple 

path of smallest total weight or cast to a 

destination to source with in the graph.The 

vertices may be queued several times and 

further more only the source vertex and 

relaxed vertices are being queued. 

 [T. Caric, and H. Gold] 

In this paper author discuss the various routing 

problem in road transportation system and 

focused on route optimization and its 

techniques .The techniques were categorized 

as hard and soft computing .This paper 

explores route and routing problem in road 

transportation system .A survey of route 

optimization techniques is carried out for both 

hard computing and soft computing .(Hard 

computing is non intelligent technic ,soft 

computing is intelligent)In this paper also 

discuss the various problem faced the people 

in a roadtransportation.  

# vehicle Routing problem 

#travelling salesman problem 

Algorithm used are Dijkstra's  algorithm 

,A*search algorithm ,ALT (A*search 

landmark and triangle in equality) 

 [D J Dean. "Finding optimal routes for 

networks of harvest site access roads using 

GIS-based techniques", Canadian Journal of 

ForestResearch, 1997[14]]In this examination 

Author "Denis joseph senior part"  

Introduction:- All things considered , forest 

roads built tp get to timber stands are not 

essential courses expected to continue running 

from a single boondocks stay back to a present 

road . The issue being address in the paper can 
be portrayed as finding the base _cost regions 

for all new road ways expected to submit N 

stands to the present road sort out. Vaguely 

optional road framework to various targets is 

an extensive cognizance .The issue seems to 

back a sensible and rich structure that consents 

to any present improvement a strategy, for 

instance, liner , number and dynamic 

programming . 

 

 [Submitted to VIT UniversitybyIvan Beker, 

VesnaJevtić, DaliborDobrilović[16]] 

In this paper we find the optimal decision 

investigate dijkstra algorithm and floyd –

TECNIQUES ALGORITHMS GENERAL STRENGTH GENERAL 

WEAKNESS 
NON-INTELLIGENT 

(HARD COMPUTING) 

1.A*SEARCH 

ALGORITHM 

2.ALT 

3.ARC FLAG 

4.CONTRACTION 
HIERARCHIES  

Suitable for deterministic and 

certainty conditions. 

Optimization involving static 

distances, cost and defined 

constraints  

Not suitable for dynamic or 

uncertainty conditions 

Multi criteria and scenario can 

not be computed effectively. 

INTELLIGENT 

(SOFT COMPUTING) 

1.FUZZY LOGIC 

2.ANN 

3.GA 

4.ANT-COLONY 

ALGORITHM 

Suitable for 

prediction ,reasoning or 

adaptability. 

Optimization involving dynamic 

traffic situations and events  

Require hybridization for high 

performance especially in multi 

scenario. 
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algorithm .Author find the shortest path 

between the two cities ,It is good in the 

business purpose .The passenger wants the 

time of travel as short as possible . In this 

research paper they give the optimal route to 

the passenger .In this paper they design and 

implementation of city traffic advisory 

procedure. In this research paper they 

successfully designed and implemented the 

national city traffic advisory procedure which 

creates a storage structure of transportation 

network and find the shortest path of the 

network. In this paper author used two 

algorithm #Dijkstra Algorithm 

#Floyd Algorithm 

 [www.iim.ftn.uns.ac.rsClark, Rodney, Charles 

Hester, and Perry[10]] 

In this investigation paper maker find the most 

restricted route for the business and they 

improve the business productivity. In this 
investigation paper they oversees business 

system and productivity improvement in order 

to decrease costs of any kind. The most 

restricted path count for forklifts controlling 

improvement .By figuring the perfect course 

for forklifts transportation course are curtailed 

and work in the circulation focus is 

diminished. In business process maker used 

the transportation structure as the hotspot for 

the improvement the productivity of thing. By 

the help of find most short way .There are a 
couple of models of courses picking for all 

intents and purposes and ,the crucial point of 

convergence of this paper was to investigate 

the progression course.  

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 From the survey which we have done on shortest 

path algorithms which are currently present or are 

used in daily bases has been represented with their 

time complexity as well as their space complexity 

based on different out put and results some of which 

are in favour and some are not in favour . 
We could further go for a performance evaluation an 

terms of energy consumption to compare  new 

algorithm with the other already developed algorithm 

or the algorithm which may arise in future and them 

to this survey of ours.. 
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